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The result

Course website that was part of a 
poster presentation at the 2022 
UC Davis SoTL conference
https://sotl2022.weebly.com/

Each student had a page on the 
website where they explained how one 
or more scaffolds could be used to 
enhance student understanding in 
their discipline. 

https://sotl2022.weebly.com/
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Student-created web 
content as an 
authentic assessment

Google Docs.https://wizardsourcer.com/creative-ways-to-source-in-google-docs/
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Today’s Plan

● What is authentic assessment?

● The course: Seminar on College Teaching (EDU 398)

● Student-created web content as authentic assessment

● Tips for Implementation and Lessons Learned
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Authentic assessments…

  1.    Are realistic tasks

  2.    Require judgment and innovation

  3.    Ask the student to “do” the subject

  4.    Replicate or simulate the contexts 
in which [professionals] are tested in 
the workplace, in civic life or in 
personal life

 

 

 

   

 

 

                                    Wiggins, 1998: pp. 23-24

   6. Gives opportunities to rehearse,   

 practice, get feedback and refine  

 their work.

 

 5. Assess the student’s ability to use   

 a variety of skills to negotiate   

 complex tasks.
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Examples of Authentic Assessment
• Research Reports
• Feasibility Study
• Project Proposals
• Grant Proposals
• Policy White Paper
• Technical reports embedded in
a particular context

• Prototype creation
• Lab reports
• Article analysis
• Comparative analysis
• Literature Reviews

 

• Design Statement
• Annotated Bibliography
• Tutorial/Teaching Website
• Research Website
• Community-based plan for a  
non-profit or city government

• Report to governmen
• E-book on a particula
• Textbook chapter
• News article
• Press release
• Op-Ed articles
• Profile of a medical condition for 
WebMD

t body
r topic

• Conference Presentation
• Poster Presentation
• Presentation to a government 
body or other stakeholders in an 
issue

• Course Slides to teach with
• Youtube Video Presentation
• Video Tutorial for a course
• Article in “The Conversation”
• Blog or Web page
• Information campaign on a 
scientific issue

And more….

report

presentation

website

video
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EDU 398: Seminar on College Teaching

● Course on higher education pedagogy

● Enrolls 15-20 grad students per quarter. Class meets once a week for 2 hrs 

● Focuses on theory, research and practice around active learning and 
inclusive teaching

● Gives students hands-on practice with developing and implementing 
instruction through multiple iterations of a teaching demonstration

● Students both implement and experience teaching strategies 
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Microteaching 
Process
EDU 398

Step 1: Write and receive feedback
Students write an instructional plan 
& receive instructor feedback

Step 2: Revise and teach
Students revise the plan and 
teach it to peers 

Step 3: Receive feedback
Students receive instructor and 
peer feedback on their teaching 

Step 5: Reflect
Students write and submit a 

reflection on their experience 

Step 4: Revise and teach
Students revise the plan and teach 

it to a different set of peers

EDU 398 Microteaching process
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Extension: Scaffolding in the disciplines  

● Webpage Content for Conference Presentation 
on key course concept: Scaffolding 

● Scaffolding = techniques that support student learning

● End product: A teaching artifact and explanation of 
scaffolding in the student’s discipline using 
elements already completed for a teaching 
demonstration they did for the class (Microteaching)

● Again, this is an extension of work they had already 
done for the class

https://www.thenationalnews.com/mena/2022/08/22/egypt-completes-restoration-of-thutmose-iis-statue-at-karnak-temple/
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The task: Analyze use of scaffolding
All students were invited to:

● Upload a teaching artifact (e.g., instructional plan, 2-3 slides, handout, etc.) from their 
microteaching that exemplified the concept of scaffolding

● Write up a short (1 page) explanation about what scaffolded elements it contains based 
on an article we studied and discussed in class

● Scaffolding = supporting student learning (e.g., modeling, activating students’ 
background knowledge, building on students’ background knowledge, putting content 
into context, re-presenting content, and encouraging metacognition)  (Walqui, 2006)
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A note on motivation

● 14 out of 19 (74%) students participated in the content creation
● 1 student opted to  co-present the poster at the conference with me

Students appeared highly motivated to participate in this optional task.
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What Students Did

● Wrote and submitted their explanation and materials for feedback

● Revised their work per my comments on Google

● Notified me that they’d finished their revisions

● Reviewed the final (unpublished) page and e-mailed me with any 
changes
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Decrease cognitive load required to create the page

● Gave clear instructions
● Made an example of a finished product as a model
● Created a template in Google for students to copy and write into
● Established a project folder and created individual folders for students to 

submit their materials to
● Gave students clear deadlines
● Provided feedback on their first draft
● Created a simple website

What I did
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Technology tools/strategies used

Using this tool Allowed me to

Google Docs Give students feedback using “comments”””
Manage files to easily organize student work
Easily embed students’ files in web pages

Weebly free website builder 
(https://www.weebly.com)

Create the website

Embedding html code in website 
(as opposed to simply using links)

Make the website more visual
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Template

https://tinyurl.com/template-sct

https://tinyurl.com/template-sct
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Template

Create a simple process 

Include clear instructions in the 
template

Give explicit instructions for 
how to submit

Provide an example where you 
anticipate difficulty
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Example/model

https://tinyurl.com/examplesotl22

https://tinyurl.com/examplesotl22
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The result

Course website that was part of a 
poster presentation at the 2022 
UC Davis SoTL conference
https://sotl2022.weebly.com/

Each student had a page on the 
website where they explained how one 
or more scaffolds could be used to 
enhance student understanding in 
their discipline. 

https://sotl2022.weebly.com/
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Example scaffolding explanation
Page by grad student, Jasmin Green 
(Ecology), where she discusses how 
she used two different scaffolds to 
facilitate student understanding of the 
concept of ecosystem services. 

https://sotl2022.weebly.com/ecology2.html

Uploaded Materials
- Embedded slides*
- Embedded article she taught*
- Photos of her students’ work*
- Scaffold Discussion (new!)

* = already existing work by student

https://sotl2022.weebly.com/ecology2.html
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Tips and
Lessons Learned
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Tips and Lessons Learned
1. Leverage students’ earlier work by having them write their web content based on that earlier work - the 

only new task students have to do is explain that work, which could take the form of a reflection.

2. Decrease students’ cognitive load by supporting the process with an example, a template and clear 
instructions.

3. Decrease instructor workload for a large class by:
a. Including  the web page building skills in the course learning outcomes and teaching students how 

to do the web page building with a tutorial or in discussion.
b. Having students work in groups on their main assessment, which allows groups of students to 

collaborate on creating a webpage (so fewer web pages need to be created).

https://tinyurl.com/examplesotl22
https://tinyurl.com/template-sct
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Tips and Lessons Learned
4. Automatic updating. Have students submit their work using a Google Doc that you then embed on the site using 
html. Students’ revisions will then automatically update on the website.  (Full disclosure: This was a little glitchy).

5. Google Docs’ copy function is extremely useful - To give students a template, replace “edit” at the end of the 
template’s Google URL with “copy.” Each student then has their own copy of the template.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HN-j1mAT-Kfo-zs0HP-jTrs7yTrL9DuXNLOnf-gvLCc/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HN-j1mAT-Kfo-zs0HP-jTrs7yTrL9DuXNLOnf-gvLCc/copy

Find instructions here: https://tinyurl.com/CopyInstructionsPLP

6. A note on student privacy: This website was created by students for a conference poster on which students were 
authors; Consider using “Pages” on Canvas to limit viewing of projects to only students enrolled in your class.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HN-j1mAT-Kfo-zs0HP-jTrs7yTrL9DuXNLOnf-gvLCc/copyedit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HN-j1mAT-Kfo-zs0HP-jTrs7yTrL9DuXNLOnf-gvLCc/copyedit#
https://tinyurl.com/CopyInstructionsPLP
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Benefits 

Learning Deeper student learning:
Students extended their learning of a key course concept

Feedback Additional formative feedback to help with developing 
understanding of the concept of scaffolding

Instructor formative and summative assessment of student 
learning 

Assessment

Motivation Students saw relevance to their goals
Poster presentation credit for their CV (74% participation)
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Student-created web 
content as an 
authentic assessment

Google Docs.https://wizardsourcer.com/creative-ways-to-source-in-google-docs/
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Thank you and please feel free to reach out!

Patricia Turner, Ph.D.
     pturner@ucdavis.edu                 

mailto:pturner@ucdavis.edu



